


Welcome

Let me introduce myself. I’m
Nikie, Nikie Piper. I’m an

author, thought changer and
Awesome Life Creator and

I’m guessing you’re here
because on some level you
want to be able to change
something in your life and
something is stopping you.

You found my ad, watched me on
YouTube or found a Facebook post
somewhere and thought ‘yeah that
sounds like me. Been thinking about
journaling for a while a now and I just
don’t do it.’  Or perhaps it’s the time
element, or the ‘what on earth do
write’ element when those empty
pages are staring back at you.

I get it, I really do, because that was me
not so many years ago.

That's one of the reasons I created this
guide to help and support you in your
daily journaling practice and to start to
make it a regular habit so that it can
make a difference in your life.
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Authors Note
My belief is that everyone can journal in one form or another. Not everyone
will and not everyone does. I’m thinking that if you’ve read this far then you’re
one of the ones that want to.

I journal most days, but not every day. It’s habit that you get into and also a way
of ‘being’ whether it's in the mornings or in the evenings or whatever time of
day you choose. For me it focuses my mind, clears the path of my mental
wanderings and helps guide me to what I really want in and from life for each
part of it. I find so many different ways to journal and it really is about finding a
way that works for you.

I hope that what I share with you here will help you find your way in your
journaling practice whether you’re a complete beginner or are an expert or
anywhere in between.

So, I’d like to leave you with this thought before you work your way through
the following pages: 

Journaling is all about you, by you and for you. No-one else. No-one else’s
opinions, suggestions and lifestyle choices come into it. At all. It's all yours!
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As with anything, what you get out of it will depend on what
and how much you put into it. Gratitude and daily journaling is
a process and it's not about ticking off a list of things just to get
it done. The object of the exercise is to look deeper and
experience things more and to start to reframe thoughts,
emotions and actions and start to create more of the ones you
want to have on a more regular basis.

There are many ways to journal, it's just a matter of finding
what's right for you; there's no prescribed or fixed way, no right
or wrong, but to get the most out of it, it does need to be a
focussed and reasonably regular habit. Like anything it takes a
little practice and a willingness to want to do it.

Make sure if you are exploring ‘feelings’ that if you are writing
to release negative emotions such as anger, fear, annoyance,
scarcity, blame and judgement, self-criticism, sadness or sorrow
or anything else that makes you feel unhappy then once you’ve
expressed those into your journal that you lead your way out of
them by stepping forward to how you want to start feeling

Part1: How, what, and why
Tips on what and how to write
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For example, “today I’m feeling really sad and I woke up with no energy or
enthusiasm for doing anything because….” So instead of leaving it there,
start the process of laying out your next feelings, your pathway out of the
dark if you like, and towards how you wish to feel. “I understand that I have
days like this and it’s OK, really OK. It means I’m human. Today I will allow
the sadness to have its place and run it’s course so that by the time I reach
lunchtime I know I will choose to be feeling happier.”

You can choose to remember that emotions are the results of thoughts,
whether you are conscious of them or not, and once you have some
awareness around this, you can start to change those thoughts and
therefore your emotions will change.

Just make a choice to know that this is so and remember that when you are
feeling things you don’t necessarily wish to feel.

 

 

 

 

Another aspect to journaling is intentional journaling and I’ve found that this
is a this is a really powerful way of creating what I want in my life, how I
want to feel and what I want to believe. I’ll cover more of this during Part 3. 
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There are many proven benefits of
gratitude and the saying ‘change your
thoughts change your life’ is real – it
works. Life will become what you
focus on and creating ‘gratitude as an
attitude’ will develop a happier
mindset and a different way of seeing
things.

If you struggle with time then allow
yourself to set a time on a regular
basis, if not every day, then select days
that would be easier for you or
perhaps set the alarm clock a few
minutes earlier.

“Sometimes the only thing you can
change is how you think about
things, and that is enough.”

 

 

Shifting your focus can change your
life, as life shifts to where you direct
most of your thoughts to; it brings
positivity into everything you do. Once
you start writing you’ll realise just how
much you have to be grateful for and
just how much you have taken for
granted.

Start creating your ritual and make
it as fun as possible. Select your

time, your favourite pen, a drink if
you wish, sit at your desk or in
your favourite chair with your

favourite cushions, set the lighting
or light a candle, play some

mediation music in the background
– whatever works for you - and

start writing.

Part 2: Consistency
Making it part of your day

Set some time aside for writing.
preferably the same time every day,
but don't get too hung up about it if
you can't. The important thing is that
you write something every day and
really feel the gratitude for it. 
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Remember like attracts like, whether that’s
good or bad, grateful or ungrateful, happy
or sad, angry or annoyed, calm or peaceful;
whatever you are putting out to the world,
the world will give it back to you (whether
you realise it or not). If you are experiencing
things you don’t like, what can you change
to make the experiences better?

A daily practice of gratitude is a great way
to consistently and intentionally start to
remove the negative tendencies in your life,
but you do need to make gratitude a habit!

Part 3: Journaling Pillars

In our life, we all have core pillars that are
fundamental to how we live. Life is about
balance. Too much of one thing can lead to
too little of another important areas in your
life. 

No doubt you know what you wish to focus
on, but I do encourage you to look at all
elements. 
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Your significant other

Your wife, husband, partner, the person with whom you spend most of your
days and life with. If you currently don’t have a significant other, focus on
yourself.

Do they know how important they are to you?

Do you feel gratitude to have them in your life? For what reasons?

For an entire month, keep a list of 3 things daily that you love about them
or are grateful for (in either your partner or the people you share a home
with).

Take care to notice what they do for you, however small. If it's just you,
what do you love about your life right now?

Other relationships 

These include both with yourself, other known people in your life and those
that you meet during the course of each day.

Think of someone you haven't spoken to or seen for a while. Why are you
grateful they were in your life? Would you like to get back in touch? What
would you say? Or what do you prefer to remember?

Describe your relationship with yourself, how does that make you feel? Do
you wish to change it? How can you change it if so?

What would make the biggest difference to anyone you meet for the first
time?

Where and what pressure are you putting on yourself?

What do you crave for? How can you take a step towards having that?

Do you make a secret of how you feel? Why?
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Career or business

Whether you work for someone else or for yourself. Your feelings, emotions,
and thoughts about what you do, who you work with, your clients or
customers, your suppliers or partners, what and how you think about when you
earn your money will have an effect. 

Do you have a job or a business? What is the best thing about it?

So, what is it that you do want to attract into your workplace or business?

Are your personal core beliefs and values aligned with that of your
business or workplace? 

Are you aligned with your ideal clients or work colleagues?

Do they sit well with you?

What can you do to change how you think about them if they don’t sit
well?

Creating a positive yet supportive, collaborative environment will create such a
shift in how you see your people and your business. That in turn will reflect not
only on you, your staff and the business (colleagues and workplace), it will also
increase positive energy and draw more of the right sort of clients/work roles.
People buy from people they know, like and trust that they feel can solve their
problems. You can translate this thinking to the workplace as well.
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Be grateful for the positive energy of money and its flow.

Describe your relationship with money?

Money

Wherever this comes from include all aspects of your finances, income, wealth,
investments, any outstanding balances (debt) and loans.

Do you have money coming into your life?

What does it enable you to do?

How do you feel about money when it arrives?

How do you feel about money when you spend it?

How do you feel when you pay bills or return money you owe?

Do you have gratitude for the money that comes in, if not why?

How can you be more grateful for all income and outgoings you enjoy?

Quite often we are running around trying to do a hundred and one things,
balancing life, home, work, partners, children, that we rarely take the time out
to be grateful for all that we do. We’re always driving towards the next thing,
the next pay day, the next promotion. Take time to appreciate all that you have.

Health 

Think about your overall wellbeing, your physical being, fitness, diet, mental
state, emotional self.

Do you ever take the time to be grateful for yourself?

Do you enjoy what you eat? Are you grateful for the food you have?

Think about everything you do in a day?

What are three things about you are you grateful for and why?

How does your body support you?

What does self-care and self-love mean to you?

Pick one of your senses. Focus on one each day and be grateful for 3
things that each contribute to your life.
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Home environment
This is your house or place where you live, including the garden, garage,
conservatory and the energy within all of it.

How do you feel about your home?

What do you love about it especially?

If there are things that annoy you about it, how you can you change
your perception of this? What can you do to create a space you love?

What is the most favourite room in your house? Why is that?

What makes if different from the other rooms?

How do you want to feel about your home? Garage? Garden?
Conservatory?

Fun
Leisure time, pastimes, hobbies, things that occupy your time outside of your
income generating time and ‘life/household’ duties. These are things that
should lift your spirits, make you feel better and fill that time with joy and
happiness. 

Think about the time you spend doing these, how do you feel?

What can you do to generate more times that you feel good?

Why do these things fill you with happiness?

Do these things need money? Are you grateful for the money to be able
to do these things? Are you grateful to be able to do these things even if
you don’t need money to do them? Having the time is also valuable
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What have you read/listened to and learned from this week?

Who was the author? 

Why are you grateful they created this?

What new things have you learned this week? Why are you grateful for
them?
Do you have a habit you wish to create? What is it and how are going to
make it happen? 

How would that look and feel like?

How can you take a step towards making it happen?

Personal growth

Take a look at what you read, meditation, yoga, journaling, your spirituality,
religion, audio books, events, online courses, training, coaching, it doesn’t matter
if you don’t do these or you do. it’s how you feel about them that counts. Are
you grateful for all that you do?

What things can you do easily and without thinking about?

How long did that skill take you to learn? 

Where did you learn it?

What does it enable you do? Choose one per day if you have more than
one Do you, or would you like to make a business out of that skill?
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Dreams, dreaming and
setting intentions 

We all have them: dreams, passions,
ambitions, goals, thoughts what your
future holds, but do you use them to
journal a reality you would love to have?

What would your dream life look like?

What would you do all day?

Where would you live? Describe the
country, the house, the garden, the
people there, the atmosphere, the
sounds and the smells. How does it
feel?

Write out an ideal day
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Part 4: Intensify the feeling

Think about your situation, what’s good about it?
Find different things every day. The more you start
writing the easier it will be. The more you lean into
feeling grateful for everything you more you will
notice how things around you change, how others
react to you and how much happier you are. 

If you can find something to be grateful for each and
every day, the way you think about things in your
life will start to change. You will see more to be
grateful for, you will have more to be grateful for.

Feel the gratitude

When you realise that your 'normal' way of doing
anything reflects in everything you do, you start to
realise the impact of how you do anything and
everything!

There are many proven benefits of gratitude and the
saying ‘change your thoughts change your life’ is real
– it works. 

Life will become what you focus on and creating
‘gratitude as an attitude’ will develop a happier
mindset and a different way of seeing things.
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When life isn’t quite going as you want it to, when grief stricken, overly
emotional, anxious, depressed or sick it can be difficult to see the good
things happening in your life. Getting into the habit of writing the good
things down is such a powerful way to start changing your emotions –
just enter ‘gratitude’ into Google and see what results you get!

Part 5: Freestyle
Create your day 
Sometimes gratitude is the hardest to find when we need to be grateful
the most.

TIP 
When you're feeling low pick up your 'gratitude glasses' and go out of
your way to look for the bright spots or highlights during the day. What
do you see, how do you feel? Can you appreciate the contrast? Can you
feel the shift?
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 It’s about having your own perfect relationship, being happy with your job,
creating a better environment for you, those around you in your workplace,
your customers, your family and deeply within yourself. It’s about finding a way
forward if you’re stuck, it’s about working through your different feelings,
thoughts and emotions to understand how you get the ones you want. It’s
about getting clear, looking for a way forward, to change things if you want to.
It’s about letting go of the old and calling in the new. 

Give yourself permission to make your journaling and gratitude habit all about
you. It’s not selfish, or self-obsessed. It’s necessary to create the type of life you
dream about. It doesn’t have to be about having a million pounds before you
can do x or y or z. It’s about appreciating what you have, knowing what you
want and moving forward to getting those things.

Part 6: All about you
Making a difference

It’s about making a difference to you, for the benefit of you, and subsequently
for everyone and everything around you



Set your happiness scale – how do feel
on a scale of 1 to 5, where would like
it to be, what can you change or do to
make it higher? Compare it first thing
to last thing in the day, is it consistent?
What made it different if it is?

Be conscious of your inner self talk –
do you talk to yourself as if you would
to your best friend?

Find moments to smile - What are you
doing to raise your vibration? Any
little thing that makes you smile pop it
in your journal

Remember gratitude IS an attitude

Be aware of revisiting the same
difficult feelings over and over in
writing, use journaling to identify them
and express them but make that path
out of them to a better place

Use journaling as a positive tool to
create better relationships and a
greater sense of appreciation for life
and new possibilities for the future

If writing is challenging the speak it,
take yourself off for a walk and speak
them to the universe, or into your
voice recorder (use the one on your
phone) for more powerful insights

Be consistent with what you say,
what you do and what you think –
make sure they are all saying the
same thing

TIPS

Focus on what you can do, not
what you can’t

Say ‘thank you’ to yourself? You do a
lot, so why not appreciate just what
you do during the course of a day!

Don’t fix problems, fix thinking 
 anything can be reframed if you wish
it to be You will be exactly as happy as you

decide to be.
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Don't rely on yourself to fall into the same old trap, to believe the stories you
tell yourself about ‘why it's not the right time’ and ‘why you know another time
is better’. 

Don’t listen to the stories that you tell yourself that ‘others won’t understand
or support you’, or that ‘it could be easy to do this myself’. 

I actively encourage you to find someone who will support you, that will raise
you up, that will bridge the gap between where you are and where you want to
be. Someone that will keep you on track and moving forward, help you identify
and focus on what’s important. Someone that can create a safe environment
for intentional thought, action and behaviour changes and help ensure you
have the structure, accountability and support necessary for sustained
commitment.

Of course, you could go out and do a lot of that alone, but the reality is if you
get some professional help, you'll cut that learning curve and the time it takes
to move forward.

Or you’ve got to this point and you already realise that you are going to need
some help to take you forward. 

One of the most powerful things I would recommend anyone to do, speaking
from my own experience, is to get support from someone that's been on the
path that you wish to take. It is by far the most direct and biggest step you can
take.

Someone that can help to highlight your blind spots, someone to believe in you
and someone to hold you accountable.  Someone to help you sort the wood from
the trees in forest of your mind and create a path to where you want to end up

Where do I go now and what should I do?

You’ve got to this point; you’ve taken on board everything that I’ve mentioned
in this e-book and you’re ready for more.
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Resources and Support 

I run regular free 5 Day Focus on Journaling Experiences (mini courses). If you
haven’t already added yourself to my newsletter, please do and I will let you
know when the next ones are. They are perfect to lock in that commitment, ask
questions and find your style.

Come and join me on my Facebook page for regular hints and tips

https://www.facebook.com/NikiePiperCoach 

or find out more about my journey

 www.nikiepiper.com 

https://bit.ly/3qNP1ef 

I also run a 30 Day program ‘Master the Magic of Journaling’ where we go
deeper and really start to get you some results. If this is of interest feel free to
drop me a line with your interest. You can reach me here 

Please help me to help you – I’m continually looking at how to improve my
courses and programs to make them what you need. If you have questions or
are stuck, please take a few minutes to answer some questions in my recent
survey, in exchange I’ll pop you on mailing list and you’ll be one of the first to
know when I launch them so that you can take advantage of early bird
discounts and enter the raffle for one of the free places. 

https://forms.gle/aNjd93ScGo2Ut299A 

(Google Form, will open in a browser)

I create journals too. Currently my selection is on the print and demand site
called lulu – you can find them all here
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Author Thoughts

Sometimes it's just about the little things
that make a biggest difference. Simple
things can often have quite an impact not
only on ourselves, but on others too.  It's
not rocket science to achieve a happy life
with a stronger and longer life relationship,
or to start implementing a new way of
working and living into your life. Quite often
we are searching for something outside of
us to have an impact and to make that
difference, when all it takes is to look a bit
deeper within.

Life is about more than just earning money to live on.
Teaching people to learn things they do not know will not
change lives; showing, leading and teaching people how to
change their behaviour will.

Changing the way you
see your life
Your world is in your hands, you just have to
choose to have it! We all change throughout
our lives, we try different and new things,
some things we hang on to others we don't,
but the essence of who we are stays the same.

My style is all about empowering you to be the very best version of you
through a choice of different vehicles, one or a combination thereof as you
wish. I know there is no quick fix to things, but I have discovered how to keep
yourself happy, generate a better life and therefore working environment.
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Are
you

ready?

If you have enjoyed the content in this e-book, and feel 

“you’re really ready to start bringing some ‘Awesome’ into your
life.”

If you feel like getting some help along the way may be the very
thing that you need to help you make things happen to create
your path to an Awesome Life, then I'd love to connect with you.

www.nikiepiper.com/discovery-session 

I look forward to hearing from you soon,

With much love and gratitude 

The ability to be consistently open and the willingness to look at the world in
different ways. The way you think can be learned and, as the saying goes, if you
can change your thinking then you can change your life. 

So, it then becomes apparent that to make that change, you know the one you
keep dreaming about doing, that we must first change the way in which we
think.

If you want to change the way you feel you've got to change the way you think.

It's not as hard to change as you may think, but it does require some effort and
that is where I can help.
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